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The Principle of Permanent Establishment (hereinafter referred to as “PE”) 
is the basic principle to coordinate the conflicts between Residence States and 
Source States on the taxation on cross-border business profits. PE, especially 
the fixed business base type of PE requires the non-resident company has a 
physical presence in the Source State. However, E-commerce makes it possible 
in some areas to effectively penetrate a foreign market with little or no physical 
presence. Under this circumstance, if we still adhere to the traditional taxation 
coordination standards, it may lead to the massive loss of tax revenues on 
Source States. Hence, many international organizations, tax authorities and 
scholars proposed various alternatives to the current treaty rules. 
This article tries to gather up these alternatives to the current rules and 
assess these alternatives against a number of criteria by which the taxation on 
E-commerce business profits shall abide. Based on the analysis of the cost and 
benefit theory, judicial jurisdiction in cyberspace, and the historical 
evolvement of the PE concept, this article proposes China, as a developing 
country, shall insist on source jurisdiction to guarantee the tax benefits. On one 
hand, we shall reserve principle of PE, on the other hand, we shall make some 
adaptations to the concept of PE, such as adding material economic connection 
principle to the current rules. 
This article is composed of four chapters: 
Chapter 1 introduces the basic principle to coordinate the conflicts 
between source jurisdiction and resident jurisdiction, i.e. the principle of PE, 
and then addresses the challenges to the current coordination rules posed by the 
E-commerce transaction through applying the traditional PE-constitute criteria. 
Chapter 2 gathers up some influential alternatives to the current rules, 















which the taxation on E-commerce business profits shall abide. 
Chapter 3 resorts to the cost and benefit theory, some famous cases about 
judicial jurisdiction in cyberspace and the historical changes to the PE concept 
for references. With references to these experiences, this Chapter proposes the 
basic position China shall insist on, including the reservation or abolishment of 
PE principle and the concrete adaptations to the PE concept if we reserve PE 
principle to cope with the challenges E-commerce brings.  
Chapter 4 raises some suggestions to the coordination rules of taxation on 
cross-border business profits, including a final withholding tax on E-commerce 
business profits, developing intelligent software which can tax E-commerce 
business profits automatically, and gaining international consensus through 
international treaties.  
 
















  英文简称  英文全称及中文含义 
OECD 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development 经济合作与发展组织 
UN The United Nations 联合国 
HPC 
High-Powered Committee on Electronic Commerce and 
Taxation 印度电子商务税收委员会 
B－B Business to Business 企业对企业的模式 
B－C Business to Customer 企业对消费者的模式 
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